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Stable hardware: Dell Studio 1555 and Lenovo T510. A: It's a bug. Open Chrome, hit Command+Shift+P, type chrome://flags
in the address bar and check the Disable PDF.js animation flag: If you're still having problems, you can reset the flag. It's a bug,
but you can manually restart Chrome by opening the command line and typing: chrome --user-data-dir It worked for me, but I
don't know why. If you're sure that it's a bug, don't forget to report it on the Chromium bug tracker. SwapBase - libre
programming, maths, computers and more. - isomorph I am hoping to build a collective of people that are interested in learning
to program, compute and do physics (as well as mathematicians, doctors etc. that also know a bit of programing) that collaborate
on many projects, many of which are open source and I am hoping this will help draw in the attention of more people. ======
isomorph So I have been thinking about this idea for a while. The concept is essentially that everything is open source, at least
for my purposes. There is a central host (that could be me). I am interested in taking over all responsibilities for the site and the
project I have in mind. I am thinking it could be something like [ or [ \- where the main focus is software. The idea is to have no
formal leadership, but a strong project founder (me) to kick things off. I would like to have a "people" page that links to a few
different projects. For example, there is a "people" page for programming, another for maths and etc. and these pages all have
projects in common that people can subscribe to. The main "people" page could just be a page where anyone can write their
name and their favourite projects they are interested in. I am interested in hiring a project maintainer and sys admin person, if
there is interest. Maybe that could be a separate entity? In any case, the main thing is that we could collaborate and build
projects together. ------ 82157476af
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